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REPORT METHODOLOGY: Over the summer of 2021, over 80 companies completed

the study survey. An additional 24 companies participated in focus group workshops and
30 engaged in 1-1 interviews. Businesses were involved in pharma/biotech, regenerative
medicine, medtech, devices, digital health, AI, clinical trials and support service provision.
Companies were typically active in more than one of these and not easily definable by one
particular category or another. Over 50 of those businesses completing the survey were
able to clarify requirements for floor space. The sample size of 80 businesses participating
in the survey represents only a fraction of the hundreds of businesses that are R&D intensive
in London. Large corporates tend to keep their plans for growth confidential until an
immediate requirement for space exists, whether they may have space in London today or
not. Thus the total requirements for the capital far exceed those found through this study.
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FOREWORD
Neelam Patel
MedCity CEO

London is a renowned global life science hub. The co-location of world-class
universities and clinical research, alongside infrastructure and access to
investment for biotechs and other innovation led start-ups in medical sciences
– from diagnostics to gene therapy – makes it a unique cluster of discovery.
London is also home to some of the world's most prominent life sciences
companies, from Novartis to Google.
When we began research for this report in May 2021, we were already aware
that life sciences companies in London were finding it difficult to secure space
for their healthcare R&D. Our aim was to quantify this demand for space,
understand the drivers for where such space should be ideally located, and to
dig deep into the specific needs of companies in AI, digital health, medtech and
cell & gene therapy – some of the key subsectors in which London excels.
This deep dive expert report surveyed and questioned more than 100
companies and organisations. It reflects their views and their measurable
requirements for space in London. Thanks to their valuable contribution, we
now have a unique depth of understanding of the infrastructure needs of
life science companies. There is a huge opportunity here to work together in
creating the right places for life science companies to grow.
As the cluster organisation representing life sciences in London, our purpose is
to catalyse growth. We want to ensure this by supporting supply of appropriate
real estate in order to optimise the expansion of healthcare SMEs and industry,
and in turn participating in the economic well-being and health of the city’s
communities.
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KEY FINDINGS
• Demand for space has increased fourfold.

• Access to talent is high on the agenda.

Over 500,000 sq ft of demand exists for life

Companies want to grow activity in London

sciences real estate in London; 270,000 sq ft

for a good number of reasons, including its

of that demand is for space within two years

research excellence and its creative people. They

(up from 67,000 sq ft identified in 2016 in our

consistently say it is an excellent place to recruit

previous report, Planning for Growth). This

staff – in some key roles applicant numbers and

excludes requirements for space where property

applicant quality is the best in the world, even

seems to have been found, such as for MSD’s

beyond Boston. Large corporates in particular

220,000 sq ft requirement. The innovation in

prioritise access to skilled labour over other

therapeutics, diagnostics and healthcare delivery

considerations such as rental costs.

spurred by the Covid-19 pandemic appears to
have heightened demand for space.

• Demand is rising faster than supply.

• London is a global hub for Advanced Therapies.
Developers of groundbreaking Advanced Therapy
Medicinal Products (ATMPs) are increasingly

London’s wet laboratory innovation centres are

clustering in London, but companies in this sub-

all full. There is a desperate lack of provision for

sector struggle to find the sophisticated facilities

start-ups and small companies. These fast growth

needed for their core R&D and R&D-intensive

companies identify the lack of ready available

manufacturing.

property made fit for purpose, cost effectively
and in locations that optimise their success as a

• New laboratory space models are emerging.

primary barrier to growth.

London is a hub of innovation beyond sciences.

• Increasingly sophisticated real estate needed.

New ideas in design and delivery are providing
solutions to this unprecedented demand for

Extract to air capability in wet laboratory space is

space, especially small scale lab suites. However,

becoming more important and clean room space

supply and demand visibility and strategic

for small-scale manufacture now forming part

planning discussion are currently uncoordinated.

of the demand profile. Those businesses seeking

A savvy approach by a co-ordinated group may

more substantial suites of floor space often have

help facilitate better supply.

to work with landlords on conversion of existing
stock that can tie up limited capital in building
work; there is a preference to pay higher rent for
purpose-built space.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

1.

SME SUPPORT
Create more specialist space with access
to operational facilities for early-stage life
science SMEs by leveraging the planning
framework. Locate these spaces in key
London locations alongside accelerator and
incubation programmes.

2.

GMP MANUFACTURING
Develop a roadmap for landlords and
developers on building small scale
manufacture to support the delivery of
flexible, adaptable laboratories and clean
rooms that are licenced and fit for purpose.
Utilise the expertise of the Cell and Gene
Therapy Catapult to build the roadmap via
a working group that includes real estate
developers and city planners.

3. ACTIVITY & DEMAND VISIBILITY

Create a dynamic resource of life science
R&D demand, activity and needs across
London that can be used by ecosystem
stakeholders to optimise real estate
development.

4.

HUB CURATION & DEVELOPMENT
Build networking hubs in London in areas
of high demand to allow for mobility and
collaboration between innovators, clinicians,
researchers, investors and developers
within life science clusters in London and
nationally.

5. SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

Ensure London remains a leader in attracting
and growing life science talent by fostering
partnerships between higher education
institutes and industry that deliver a strong
supply chain in skills for the future.

IMPLEMENTATION: MedCity will seek to hold recommendation-specific
roundtables with stakeholders across our ecosystem over the next six months to agree
how the five recommendations can best be actioned to meet demand and continue the
growth of the life science sector.
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DEMAND NOW & WHY LONDON
Demand is outstripping supply in life science innovation boom
All London’s wet laboratory innovation centres

wet laboratory space is under development at the

are full and with waiting lists. In 2021, space

Institute of Cancer Research in Sutton. However,

designed for wet laboratories at Imperial’s iHub

demand is rising faster than new developments

in White City has been fully let; Queen Mary

are coming online, and over the last few years

BioEnterprises’ facility at Whitechapel has

property owners have been working with

expanded to provide some additional space

businesses to create laboratories out of office

focussed on Medtech, AI and Digital Health; and

buildings as best they can whilst the development

an Innovation Gateway facility to deliver shared

pipeline works to catch up.

“ Demand is rising faster than new developments are coming online ”

Why the UK and London
The UK stands out as a key location for life
sciences R&D on the global stage. The UK is
seen as excellent for its quality of research base,
quality of dynamic SMEs and its innovative
people and culture (fig. 1, overleaf). Those
involved with encouraging foreign direct
investment indicate that European companies
see the UK as particularly good for its talent pool
and access to the NHS, and ahead for therapeutic
innovation. From the US, the skill level of people

LEVELLING UP

and the excellence in early-stage innovation is rated
highly. The fundamentals for London’s life sciences
R&D activity are exceptional.
London forms a critical part of the Golden Triangle
cluster – particularly in relation to AI, Advanced
Therapies, Medtech and Digital Health. The
challenge for London now is how it can best
provide for growth and use the life sciences
sector’s potential to maximum advantage.

Supporting London as a hub of life science
discovery can impact on levelling-up activity

• Growth in R&D and small-scale manufacture in London leads to larger-scale
manufacturing in lower-cost locations outside London
• London-based companies contract out research to regional Contract Research
Organisations (CROs) that can undertake R&D more cost effectively
• Relationship building with specialist manufacturers that supports advanced
product development in the UK
• Facilitating two-way engagement with R&D intensive businesses outside
London who need better access to the world-leading research, funding, R&D,
regulatory affairs and business-building know how embedded in the capital

Copyright © Free Vector Maps.com
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Fig. 1: How the UK ranks for 14 business criteria

Fig. 2: Impact of Covid-19 on real estate demand

The impact of the Covid pandemic
has largely been to drive
towards more space, not less.
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London’s start-up formation is among the very best in the world. The Global Entrepreneurship
Network Report of September 2021 shows London’s start-up ranking is second only to Silicon
Valley (fig 3.), and tops the table for life sciences talent (fig. 4).
Fig. 3: London ranks 2nd to Silicon Valley for its start-up ecosystem

Fig. 4: London ranks top for life sciences talent
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MSD, place is very important for many reasons. The greatest factor in
“ For
London’s favour as a destination for scientific research remains the ability

to attract and retain leading talent. London’s connectivity to the rest of the
UK and to the rest of Europe is a notable benefit, from a talent perspective,
but also when it comes to establishing research collaborations.

”

— Dr Virginia Acha, Associate Vice President – Global regulatory, MSD
(MedCity advisory board member)

Within the life sciences, we see that UK businesses, and those in London, particularly, are
raising very significant and growing sums of money, which will impact on real estate demand.
International money pouring in at ever greater scale is a significant pointer to a greater need
for property into the future.
Fig. 5: Series A to C funding raised by UK life sciences SMEs in the last five years
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DEMAND ANALYSIS

The amount of property required can be broken down into time horizons for analysis.
Fig. 6: Identified property demand

Overall, the real estate footprint is expanding. Large corporates tend to be driven
by relocation and rationalising space; SMEs and micro businesses are expanding
their real estate footprint.
Fig. 7: Space requirement driver
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Life science businesses in 2021 need ever more technically advanced facilities.
A significant proportion need ‘extract to air’ capability in their laboratories and some
even need clean rooms for early stage, small-scale manufacture. This comes as new ways
of developing therapies evolve, necessitating new ways of creating the material required.
The manufacture itself is highly R&D intensive and intrinsically linked to the work to find
therapies for life-threatening diseases. Companies need space that allows for this type of
specialist small-scale manufacture.

Fig. 8: Companies with requirements for accommodation (high to low specification)

What is the significance of wet lab space with extract to air?
Wet laboratory space with extract to air is typically needed where potentially hazardous
substances are involved and require much more building plant, ducting and chimney flues.
Sub-sectors that may need it include Advanced Therapies and those working in vaccine
development. Growing needs for wet laboratory space that can deliver extract to air
capability are a challenge for the property industry and planning authorities.
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For those companies that seek manufacturing and extract to air wet laboratory space, the
amount of space dedicated to these activities within the total amount of space they lease
(or may own) is a key consideration in designing a building’s capability. Percentages required
vary significantly.
Fig. 9: Ranges of space required by companies with a need for manufacturing facilities

Fig. 10: Ranges of space required by companies with a need for extract to air
wet laboratory space, but no manufacturing space.
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Analysis of the subsectors that require most space is challenging, given the way that many
businesses have overlapping subsectoral activity. However, those working in pharma/biotech
and regenerative medicine may need larger suite sizes than other subsectors.
Fig. 11: Average floor space required by companies working in each subsector

Those working in various life sciences fields tend to have different accommodation needs
when it comes to make up of property.
Fig. 12: Comparison of space requirements of companies in each subsector
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The survey showed a very significant need for hot desk office space, fully embracing flexible
working, and a reasonably high number of micro and SME companies also expressed interest
in shared wet and dry laboratory space.
Agile and flexible working was repeatedly mentioned by respondents during research for this
report. How London responds to needs in this area will be critical to its competitiveness. It is
already a vibrant, accessible hub. Pro-active work to deliver added value to those who want
to work in a flexible way could be very powerful — encouraging people in for meaningful
interface with others.
Fig. 13: Hotdesking space needed (compared with wet and dry lab space)
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PROXIMITY TO CLINICAL SETTINGS
In 2016, a number of businesses confirmed a desire to be on, or close to, a researchintensive hospital. The 2021 study shows that whilst a good number value it, for most
there are other factors that are more important. Indeed, for some who nevertheless work
extremely closely with hospitals, there are significant benefits to being elsewhere.
Some confirmed a preference for commercial environments that are more dynamic in
being able to respond to changing property needs over time – and others to the ability of
commercial environments to offer more amenities and stronger business culture. Some also
said that as their work with clinicians and patients grows, they often work with a number of
hospitals and ‘neutral’ territory can be helpful in this respect.
Fig. 14: Importance of co-location priorities
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Micro and SME businesses are most in favour of taking space at, or close to, hospitals –
possibly because they may otherwise find it harder to gain traction with key people they want
to work with. Some of the multi-nationals are working with people in hospitals on an almost
day to day basis without finding a need to lease space there.
Fig. 15: What businesses are looking for if hospital proximity is important
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WHAT DO HIGH-GROWTH
SUBSECTORS NEED?
Advanced Therapies
London and Stevenage are key locations for the sector at an international level. London has
extraordinary research and skills availability. Stevenage has extraordinary manufacturing capability.
With significant challenges and significant R&D required in initial small-scale manufacture, the two
locations are interlinked. Companies vary in their locational preference and some will accept a split
location approach.
Businesses in the sector would like to see:

• Affordable workspace for start-ups (for whom both Stevenage and London are 		
very expensive)

• Better provision of wet laboratory and clean room space in London, available
at higher specification but not necessarily at great scale

• Universities and hospitals making their equipment and facilities more usefully
available, using agreed protocols around use

• Ever more endeavour to grow skills and talent

demand report

AI
Re-invention of the workplace is underway. Large companies may find a London office helpful
in the competition for talent but flexibility and mobility means that virtual and international
offices can pop up anywhere, around key people, for all sizes of company. Connections and
dynamism are vital. Getting people involved with face-to-face creativity will be really helpful
– planning around challenges and coming together to socialise, have fun and celebrate success
seems to be important.
Businesses in the sector would like to see:

• A cluster of varied spaces and activities growing in a single relatively central
location that gives easy access to biotech know-how, cross-domain activity and
provides added value to members of the community as the space is used

• A more holistic Golden Triangle approach with easy to find, access and use, Life
Sciences community spots at places like leading London hospitals

• Greater provision of biotech start-up accelerators and incubators
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Data & Digital Health focused on NHS adoption
Businesses working in this field undertake engaging work with clinicians and others in hospital and
care environments but do not find a hospital location critically important. Indeed, a neutral, welllocated space, leased from the private sector can provide good opportunity to create a dynamic
business environment that can cater for growth and potentially bring hospital actors together to
consider some of the key issues affecting the sector. Many SMEs find relatively central London
workspace prohibitively expensive.
Businesses in the sector would like to see:

• Hot-desking and meeting spaces in key locations that can be available at
reasonable cost

• Centrally located space close to a major transport hub that can host regular
evening networking events – to socialise ideas and hear from/meet leading
community actors

• Cat 2 laboratory benching and small-scale suites readily available on
a flexible basis
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MedTech
Flexibility is key in the new workplace model. Those involved with medtech development seek
engagement in broad and rich ecosystems and believe that more can be done to both utilise the
resources that exist in London and build the ambition to scale businesses fast – at a time when it is
now relatively easy to raise significant investment, particularly from the US. They would appreciate
easier access to high quality manufacturing and aspire to an ever-stronger culture of idea sharing.
Businesses in the sector would like to see:

• Universities and hospitals make their equipment and facilities more usefully available,
with agreed business friendly protocols around use

• Better links to high quality manufacturers within a reasonable travel distance
(e.g. The Midlands)

• Grow coordination of the life sciences sector in London, involving all stakeholders
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GROWING SMEs
Challenges caused by chronic lack of space
Despite London’s reputation as an outstanding

Guy's and St Thomas’ NHS Trust and KCL, for

ecosystem for start-ups, early-stage life sciences

example), yet in practice it is likely that capacity

companies in the city are being especially

is very limited. There are huge waiting lists to get

hampered in their efforts to scale up by lack of

into the innovation centres that exist. At London

lab space. Emerging healthcare businesses in

BioScience Innovation Centre (LBIC), for every

London are faced with minimal provision of lab

120 enquiries received over the past 12 months,

benches in university and hospital facilities.

only three or four suites of space are made
available. Over half of these enquiries have been

Availability has been reduced even further by the

made over the last four months, and the total

Covid pandemic. Some universities and hospitals

space needed by the 120 enquiring companies

believe that some space could be freed up (at

totals close to 100,000 sq ft.

Seeking solutions
The SME community is keen to find solutions

perceived to be particularly strong in this respect

to the chronic space shortage. One proposed

at this point in time. More remote locations may

solution is to divide up large, older spaces in

be available with laboratory space at £40 per sq

office, industrial or even retail buildings and

ft, say, but companies would typically prefer to be

convert them to R&D facilities. For those raising

more central. Stakeholders in the sector need to

Series A rounds and beyond, as they outgrow

consider how valuable such businesses are to the

innovation centres there is resistance to

ecosystem and find solutions for them.

spending on conversion and investing in capital
expenditure when space needs can change

A central hub has been suggested for events with

quickly. A more appealing solution to tenants

key opinion leaders, conferences, and networking.

is to lease space specifically designed for the

This is conceived as space to explore collaborations,

use intended. A highly flexible approach to wet

business funding, areas of future development and

laboratory space, following the ‘WeWork’ model,

regulatory approvals. Space could have large zoom

enabling agile working, also has merit.

screens to help engage virtual attendees/speakers.
Networking events are seen as critical, ideally in the

Being in a vibrant location (not necessarily life

form of specialist meetings with entrepreneurially

science districts) is very important to SMEs in

minded opinion leaders. Businesses want to meet

order to support recruitment. Even good life

more scientists. Grant funding in this area might

sciences locations like White City are still not

help — for hard or soft infrastructure development.
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COST AND LOCATION
Business leaders see issues around cost and location very differently
Drawing together evidence from the market, one to one discussions, feedback from our roundtable
meetings and analysis of responses to our survey, it appears that:

• Large corporates are less rent sensitive and their location decisions are principally
driven by proximity to, and ability to recruit, the best talent – meaning that highly
accessible locations in places with leading edge research/R&D and a competitive
angle on talent recruitment is more important that property cost

• SMEs have more varied drivers/creative ways of looking at their operation
and working practices. They can be flexible around nature and location of
accommodation and have tended to go where there is space that is or can be made
available. They are keen to keep costs down – particularly any capital expenditure.
However, those beyond Series A are happier to pay higher rents and secure
appropriate, fit for purpose property in good locations

• Micro businesses have next to no money and need to beg, steal and borrow space
today, but which appears to be in very limited supply. For those businesses being
formed by lead academics and clinicians, having space very close to where they are
based is of critical importance

• Small businesses not yet at series A funding rounds can only afford costs in line
with innovation centre rents. Those at Series A funding levels are happier to pay
rents a little above market rates for office space in a particular location, in order to
have open-plan space that can be fitted for laboratories, but it needs to be delivered
ready to fit out with services infrastructure available. Length of leases will typically
depend on demand/supply ratios at the time and specific circumstances

demand report

Fig. 16: Attractiveness of potential locations

Fig. 17: Specific locations deemed attractive (open question)
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With large businesses particularly keen to know where talent might best be found, we have
highlighted some potentially relevant information linked to university activity:
Fig. 18: Total students (all subjects) enrolling at some key London universities 2019/20

Fig. 19: Number of Life Sciences spinouts from London universities since 2016,
which are still active today
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BARRIERS TO GROWTH IN LONDON
With an overwhelmingly positive narrative around life sciences R&D and clarity on what
businesses want, it is important to consider potential barriers to success, in conjunction
with what industry leaders feel they need from universities, hospitals and the public sector.
Fig. 20: Relevance of identified barriers to success as seen by companies of different sizes

too often, conversations around infrastructure and connecting the
“ All
science community focus on big companies and large academic institutes.

We need to make sure start-ups and SMEs are considered too because it’s
the success of those businesses that feed the pipelines of bigger life sciences
companies – the whole ecosystem needs to thrive together. At the moment,
infrastructure and availability of lab space is limiting our growth.
— Krzysztof Potempa, Founder and CEO of BRAINCURES

”
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Businesses were asked an open question about the nature of support that would be helpful.
Answers naturally fell into 5 categories.
Fig. 21: Nature of support deemed to be helpful (open question)
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WHERE ARE R&D-INTENSIVE
BUSINESSES LOCATED?
To identify the locations of businesses focused on life sciences R&D in London, investment
data and primary research by KTN and Creative Places has been used to create a ‘heat map’
of activity. The following maps reflect the data found so far.
Fig. 22: Heatmap of R&D-intensive healthcare companies in London

Source: KTN and Creative Places

Fig. 23: Intensive clustering in central north London around Euston Rd and Kings Cross
and a hot spot out at White City. Also evident is an indication that districts to the west
appear to be stronger than those further out to the South, East and North.

Source: KTN and Creative Places
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SUPPLY LEVEL NOW
Current stock is near to full
Many life sciences businesses can operate from

property tends to be better located – so is often

office property and can thus locate almost

the type of property converted to laboratory use

wherever it suits them, but in London there is a

in a city like London, even though it may deliver

significant, core group requiring wet laboratory

less than ideal space. Into the future it may be

space to undertake their work. This increasingly

that retail property will see conversion work too.

involves specialist manufacturing space, too.
Looking at property that is delivering wet
Property that can provide wet laboratory space

laboratory space, or capable of it and being

needs to have adequate service provision and

promoted as such, today all current stock is full

this can be particularly demanding in tightly

or very close to this. A pipeline of conversion/

developed locations, as well as expensive.

new build is now starting to feed its way into the

Industrial property can be adapted to serve the

supply side. [See Appendix, figs. a & b].

sector better than office property, but office

Creating small-scale suites of flexible laboratory space
Lack of availability of small-scale suites of wet

emerging (See Fig, 24, overleaf). Open Cell has

laboratory space is an ongoing problem. This has

pioneered delivery of very affordable space in

typically required grant funding in the past and

shipping containers, for example. A model like

there is little of this available in London today.

this may need to evolve using more permanent
structures for future sustainability to be ensured.

The London Cancer Hub initiative has managed
to secure a contribution to create 6,000 sq ft at

Other models now being explored include cross-

Sutton, alongside the Royal Marsden hospital,

subsidised development within larger projects,

but this will make only a very small impact on

Local Authorities using their own landholdings

the overall demand/supply imbalance. Wealthy

or planning controls, or successful scientists in

benefactors, large international corporates, or

the communities taking risks that may ultimately

Chinese university initiatives (such as that of Tus

lead to sustainable business space delivery. We

Holdings) may help ease the pipeline, but the offer

would stress, though, that some level of public

of space may be in exchange for a stake in SME

sector subsidy may be helpful. From a public sector

IP, and in practice public subsidy may be required

perspective, such modest contribution may be

before projects can actually be delivered.

an attractive proposition given the significantly

However, new models for SME workspace are

leveraged outcomes that would result.

demand report

Fig. 24: Delivering affordable, specialist workspace for SMEs
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CONCLUSIONS
London is a powerhouse for life sciences
research and R&D. It is particularly strong in
some of the key growth areas for the sector
into the future. Importantly, as well as being
internationally accessible, it is strategically
located within the UK as a hub where
transport routes converge. As such it plays
a pivotal role in the way the Golden Triangle
is linked, and how the country as a whole
works. London’s success in life sciences
R&D will have a direct impact on the rest
of the UK and it should therefore not only
have the umph put behind it with the 2021
Roadmap but should also be a key plank in
the government’s levelling up endeavour –
driven as a major contributor to the country’s
wealth and well-being.
Demand for specialist floor space to serve
the sector exceeds supply in London.
Queues to get into innovation centres are
stifling the ability of small-scale ventures
to grow. It is vital that further endeavour is
put into providing affordable space that can
accommodate newly forming companies and
support early-stage incubation, in the very
best locations. They indicate that if rental
levels are high, they will locate in more remote
locations – remote from the academic and
clinical interface that may well be important
life blood to them in their early years.

With virtually no built space available for
immediate fit out to wet laboratories or clean
rooms, businesses seeking suites of space
at a larger scale are working with landlords
to convert current stock, typically involving
tenants having to invest limited capital. More
should be done to help facilitate delivery of
space that is well specified, and in ways that
can painlessly deliver what tenants require.
Speculative refurbishment of space and new
developments are expected to ease the
situation within 2 to 3 years. Refurbishments
are a necessary part of the delivery side.
Property providers with good quality
product in desirable locations will win
through, but not all will fall into this
category.
With the sector embracing flexible working
and a desire within its participants to
find ways that deliver real added value
when teams come together, and when
commutes into London are invested in, we
have uncovered a real appetite for building
‘community’ space around Kings Cross/
Euston Road and at hotspots where leading
academics and clinicians are working – where
interface with thought leaders and relevant
community participants can turbocharge
productivity and competitiveness.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Whilst London is short of space, the property industry and the Local Authorities in key locations
within London have identified the opportunity to grow the sector so the supply pipeline should
start to ease in forthcoming years. Short term constraint is clearly evident. Where most help is
now required is in directing the property industry as to the nature and extent of demand, which
this study starts to identify; and in supporting Local Authorities and property deliverers in how
best to provide for what businesses need.

1. Create more specialist space with

3. Create a dynamic resource of life science

science SMEs by leveraging the planning

that can be used by ecosystem stakeholders to

framework. Locate these spaces in key London

optimise real estate development.

operational facilities for early-stage life

locations alongside accelerator and incubation
programmes.

2. Develop a roadmap for landlords and

R&D demand, activity and needs across London

4. Build networking hubs in London in areas
of high demand to allow for mobility and

collaboration between innovators, clinicians,

developers on building small scale manufacture

researchers, investors and developers within life

to support the delivery of flexible, adaptable

science clusters in London and nationally.

laboratories and clean rooms that are licenced
and fit for purpose. Utilise the expertise of the
Cell and Gene Therapy Catapult to build the

5. Ensure London remains a leader in

attracting and growing life science talent

roadmap via a working group that includes real

by fostering partnerships between higher

estate developers and city planners.

education institutes and industry that deliver a
strong supply chain in skills for the future.

IMPLEMENTATION: MedCity will hold recommendation-specific roundtables with
stakeholders across our ecosystem over the next six months to agree how the five
recommendations can best be actioned to meet demand and continue the growth of
the life science sector.
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APPENDIX
Fig a. Examples of developments being considered/promoted for the Life Sciences
sector in London (data compiled by Creative Places)

Other London locations
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Fig b. Current laboratory supply in London
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Fig b. continued
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SUPPORTED BY
The London Life Sciences Real Estate Demand Report has been made
possible thanks to the support of the following:
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IN MEMORY OF PHIL JACKSON
Our respected colleague Phil Jackson passed away earlier this year
amid the planning for the 2021 Demand Report, and we would like to
take this opportunity to acknowledge his contribution in kickstarting
the process that has led to this publication. Phil was an enthusiastic
advocate for the building of appropriate infrastructure for the
companies whose daily R&D activity results in eventual healthcare
breakthroughs — we hope this report will enable meaningful change
to support their work.
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ABOUT MEDCITY
MedCity represents the life sciences cluster for London. We boost
innovation and investment in the region, securing the UK’s position as a
global science superpower.
Working in close partnership with London’s world-leading universities,
MedCity connects private industry with partners in the NHS, charity sector
and research institutes to catalyse exciting new opportunities that advance
cutting-edge R&D in areas such as AI, diagnostics, and rare diseases.
MedCity builds collaborations to accelerate uptake of medical innovation
and growth across the UK. We help policymakers understand what life
sciences requires to thrive in a competitive international landscape.
www.medcityhq.com
email: office@medcityhq.com
receive our newsletter : here

ABOUT CREATIVE PLACES
Creative Places works to help create business environments that enhance
innovation and enterprise. A consultancy/agency practice working with
those involved with education, research, R&D, upskilling and work practices
that build productivity through place and community development. Creative
Places is active across all sectors requiring science and technology in product
development and has a particular strength in the Life Sciences.
www.creativeplaces.com
email: enquiries@creativeplaces.com
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